DESCRIPTION

Implant and Regenerative Therapy in Dentistry provides a uniquely clear, precise guide to decision making in a variety of clinical situations, from the treatment planning phases to the actual execution of the procedure. It offers concrete and useful decision criteria for various treatment options, as well as equipping readers with key problem-solving and critical apparatus.

Implant and Regenerative Therapy in Dentistry anchors itself in the realities of clinical practice. Replete with decision-making algorithms, it acts as both a reference and a daily companion to its readers, conveying information succinctly, thoroughly and accessibly. Its team of authors, gathered together under the leadership of an exceptional editor, create a book unique in its elegant simplicity and its day-to-day usefulness.
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FEATURES

•
• Guided clinical decision making

• Reflects the realities of implant dentistry

• Sound instruction that offers concrete answers

• Replete with decision trees and algorithms for daily clinical use

• Richly illustrated in full color throughout

For additional product details, please visit https://www.wiley.com/en-us